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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
for
THE MUSTANG PENIS ENLARGING SYSTEM

1. Trim or shave the pubic hair at the base of the penis.

9. Pump sessions should last 20 to 30 minutes during the first week. Increase
the sessions 5 to 10 minutes each week, until you reach a pumping time
of one hour per session.

10. When using two cylinders, alternate each session with different cylinder
sizes for 6 days (on day 1, 3 and 5, use the small cylinder . Day 2, 4 and
6 use the large cylinder, then rest on days 7 and 8). Never use the same
cylinder twice within 24 hours. This allows time for the tissue to relax and
rebuild.

2. A warm bath, shower or Jacuzzi before a pump session is recommended
11. Always use clean cylinders. Wash with soap and water – do not share
cylinders with friends.
3. Massage and stretch the penis and scrotum 3 to 5 minutes prior to a pump
session.
4. Lubricate generously, the penis head, shaft and base. For a secure seal,
apply a lubricant directly on the pubic hairs. Always use a good quality
lubricant (i.e Body Images Extra Sensual Love Lube). Re-massage and relubricate the penis and scrotum at least every 15 to 20 minutes.

12. Wash your penis and urinate after each pump session. Itching may occur
if you do not clean all lubricated areas thoroughly.

The vacuum can be released by pressing the button on the side of the
pump or by unscrewing the valve on the top of the cylinder slightly.

5. Do not ejaculate several hours prior to or during a pump session. This
allows maximum expansion without swelling the penis.

‘THE TWO CYLINDER METHOD’

6. Be semi to near full erection while using vacuum pressure and try to be
sexually aroused throughout the pump session.

Two expansion cylinders are required for optimum enlargement. One cylinder
covers the penis, the second cylinder covers the penis and scrotum.

7. Place the cylinder over the penis with the valve at the top shut and the
tubing connected to the vacuum pump.

Both Cylinders are required for maximum penis enlargement. The first or penis
cylinder will thicken as well as lengthen the penis. The penis scrotum cylinder
or second cylinder pulls at the suspensitory ligaments and gives additional
length.

8. Use minimum pressure only, you should never feel pain or discomfort. If
swelling, discoloration or pain occur reduce the pressure immediately and
discontinue pump usage. Do not try to fill the cylinder. When the penis
becomes tight around the base of the cylinder and/or if it is difficult to
remove, a larger cylinder is required. The purposes of the pressure is
to create an erection slightly larger than your normal erection, and
NOT TO SWELL YOUR PENIS.

The second cylinder is used to increase the penis length. It is not a scrotum
cylinder. Although the scrotum can become fuller in appearance, the testicle
cannot get bigger using the vacuum pump.
Warning: The vacuum pump device can maintain high levels of pressure which may cause injury. Use
minimal pressure only and read the instructions fully. The device is not intended for medical use.
Individuals with a medical or physical condition or any persons with implants should not use the vacuum
pump and should consult a doctor prior to use. Usage is done at your own risk. This is a recreational
device sold only as a novelty item.

